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Significance of the Studly
This study; executed by social wsik students of the Atlanta
University School of Social Work, class of 1963, is the second in a
series of such studies designed to test the model for the assessment of
social functioning. The assessment model was prepared by the Human Growth
and Behavior and Research Committees of the Atlanta University School of
Social Work*
Perlman has stated that iiq)licit in the literature is agreement
among social work writers that assessment is in^Kjrtant because it requires
the worker to sift out pertinent facts from a mass of data and to organize
these facts in sudi a way that he can develop an understanding of the
phenomena with which he is working. There is a recognized need for a con¬
ceptual scheme or model to be used in practice as one attempts to understand
the individual,^ Werner Boehm has pointed up the ingxortance of assessment
by including it as one of the four core activities of all social work,
A review of the literature indicates that there are a variety of
terms used to describe what is referred to in this study as assessment,
^Helen Perlman, "The Social Casework Method in Social Work Education,"
Social Service Review, XPCIII (December, 1959), p. k2h*




Elements of assessment are utilized by each of the social work methods*
One of the most commonly used terms in casework is "diagnosis," which
has been defined by Mary Richmond as an attempt to arrive at as exact a
definition of the social situation as possible. She added that investi¬
gation, or the gatJiering of evidence, begins the process. She concluded
that critical examination and comparison of evidence is the basis for
interpreting and defining the social difficulty.^
Such authors as Gordon Hamilton, Jessie Taft, Helen Perlman, Herbert
Aptakar, Annette Garrett, Virginia Robinson, and many others have contri¬
buted innximerable articles and books on casework methodology. Despite
differing points of view on other matters, there has been a general thread
of agreement that a methodology does exist that is used by caseworkers.
Roland Ostrower speaks of it in terms of study, diagnosis and treatment,
indicating that these sequences are not actually performed as such, but
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are interwoven and in reality con^jrise a unity*
Study, diagnosis and treatment should be thought of as a triology
in the sense that, although each of these three steps is in one sense
complete, they have a close mutual relationship and form one theme*^
Helen Perlman defined diagnosis as:
...the mental woik of examining the parts of a problem
for the import of their particular nature and organization,
for the interrelationship among them, for the relation be¬
tween them and the means to their solution*
^Mary Richmond, Social Diagnosis (New York, 1917), p* $1*
2Roland Ostrower, "Study, Diagnosis and Treatment: A Conceptual Struc¬
ture," Social Work, VII (October, 1962), pp* 86-87*
3lbid
3
The argiMient for diagnosis in casework, then, to be
precise, is siinply an argument for making conscious and
systematic that which already is operating in us half-
consciously and loosely* It is nothing more or less than
bringing into conscious recogiition that veritable swarm
of intuitions, hunches, insights, and half-formed ideas
that we call •'impressions;" then scrutinizing them in the
light of what knowledge we hold, selecting some as in^jortant,
casting off others or placing them in our mental filing sys¬
tem for future scrutiny; then putting the pieces together
into some pattern that seems to make sense...in es^laining
the nature of what we are dealing with and relating it to
what should and can be done.^
From these two authors, of different generations, one can see that the
basic idea remains the same, only the manner of expression varies.
From Werner Boehm's book, included in the curriculum studies, one
can see how "Uie term assessment is emerging into use in the casework
method. He refers to assessment as one of the four core activities in the
social casework method, and defines it as the identification and evalu¬
ation of those social and individual factors in the client's role performance
xvhich makes for dysfunction, as well as those which constitute assets and
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po tentialities.
Evaluation, as used in group work, is a term which, though not
identical, contains essential elements of assessment, namely the evaluation
of the problem.
...evaluation is that part of social group work in which
the worker attenpts to measure the quality of a group's ex¬
perience in relation to the objectives and functions of the
agency.... It calls for the gathering of comprehensive
evidence of individual member's growth. Evaluation begins
^elen Perlman, Social Casework (Chicago, 195?)> pp. I6I4-I66.
%emer Boehm, The Social Casework Method in Social Work Education
(New York, 19^9), p. U7.
h
with the formulation of specific objectives by identifying
individual and group behavior which can be properly inter¬
preted as representing growth for the persons involved.^
This definition implies that it is necessaiy to study the individual who
is a part of the group in order to assess growth properly. Study is an
identifiable component of assessment.
In community organization tiiere are several terms tdiich contain
elements of assessment, but the tern itself is used infrequently in this
particular method of practice.
To date, careful recording of community organization activities has
been limited. Consequently, there is no sound basis for an adequate
scientific analysis of the methods in coiununity organization; however, a
study of a considerable volume of material in various settings suggests
that there are several distinct major methods in commuzrLty organization.
These included programming, fact-finding, analysis, evaluation, and plan-
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ning, all of which are elements of assessment.
"Community diagnosis" is another term which is used in community
organization and has an element of assessment. It is a process of analysis,
synthesis and interpretation in which the worker seeks, throxigh a careful
review of a bo<fy of knowledge, to identify evidence of the existence of
unmet social needs,^
^arleigh Trebker, Social Group Work (New York, 195?), pp» 217-218,
^Arthur Dunham, Community Welfare Organization: Principles and
Practices (New York, 19?8), pp, 3US-349'.
Wayne McMillen, Community Organization for Social Welfare (Chicago,
191*5), PP. 2Ul-2i*2.
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Mildred C, Bariy sees diaignosis in community organization as in¬
volving a clear understanding of the problwi, title collection and utilization
of the facts, and consideration of possible ^proaches and solutions.^











Thus, the variety of terras used in social woric to describe the same process
reflects the need for a theoretical frame of reference or model for making
an assessment of social functLoning.
For the purpose of this study, assessment is defined as the identi-
fidation and evaluation of those socio-cultural and individual factors in
role performance which make for social dysfunction as well as adequate
social functioning.
In order to work effectively in a particular method, social work
must command a considerable and growing body of specific knowledge. It is
the responsibility of practitioners and teachers to identify the additional
knowledge and theory essential for practice. Some of this specific knowledge
is derived from other disciplines, but social workers must select from
■^Idred C, Barry, "Current Concepts in Consnunitgr Organization,"
Group Work and Community Organization (New York, 1956), pp. 3-20,
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the total body of knowledge what is relevant for their use and test it
out in their practice*^
Social woric knowledge is drawn from two sources: (l) social work
e^qjerience and (2) the contribution of other theories and disciplines.
This makes for added difficulty in social work assessment. The compart-
mental lines in social work education are accentuated by the diverse
2
behavioral science roots to which each segment attaches itself. This
diversity is conpiunded by the variety of concepts used and the vaguness of
the langiiage. Fuz^ thinking and poor consnunication are inevitable with
such ill-defined concepts.
There is no universal agreement in the field of social work as to
what factors should be included in assessment. Abrams and Dana include
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certain assessment factors in their discussion of social work rehabilitation.
Ruth Butler suggests that some of the components which are more readily
accepted are motivation, oonqjetence in interpersonal relationships and
patterns of adaptation. She emphasizes that the task of social work is
to select components which it sees as important in assessing one's potential
for social functioning.^ Authorities and practitioners are continously
^Harriett M, Bartlett, Analyzing Social Work Practice by Fields
(Cambridge, 1961), pp, 52-5^3.
^Henry Maas, "Use of Behavioral Sciences in Social Work Education,"
Social Work, III (July, 1958), p* 63*
^Ruth Abrams and Bess S, Dana, "Social Work in the Process of Rehabili¬
tation," Social Work, II (October, 1957), p. 12,
^Ruth M. Butler, ^ Orientation of Knowledge of Human Growth and
Behavior in Social Work Education (New Yoik, 1959;, p. 53»
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attempting to identify elements in assessment. Harriett M. Bartlett has
recently constructed a model idiich sets forth the elements in assessment
in medical social sozk.^ The i!K>d^ of this stuE^ is another such attempt
to identify the specific components in assessment.
In conclusion, one ml^t say that there is s-mil a great deal of
confusion in the field as to the nature of assessment. One can say, however,
that the process is used in all three major social work methods. From the
literature it has been found that the process is not called "assessment"
as such across the board, but other terms are used. These terms aem to
be defined differently in the three methods. Paradoxically, there is no
set procedure within a specific method. Despite all of these factors,
assessment is a definite process in giving social work help, and it requires
f\u*ther investigation.
Purpose
The purpose of this study was to test the model^ of assessment of
social functioning prepared by the Human Growth and Behavior and Research
Committees of the Atlanta University School of Social Work by ascertaining
idiat data were included in social work assessment of social functioning. This
Harriett M. Bartlett, Social Work Practice in the Health Field (New
York, 1961), I78-I8U.
^The kind of model referred to in this study involves the construction
of a symbolic record for reaching decisions. It may be seen as "a way of
stating a theory in relation to specific observations rather than hypothesis...
the model structures the problon. It states (or demonstrates) idiat variables
are expected to be Involved." Martin Loeb, "The Backdrop for Social Research,"
Social Science Theory and Social Work Research (New York, I960), U.
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purpose was accomplished by studying agenpy records.
More specifically, this study was designed to ascertain to what
extent there is correspondence between assessment information obtained by
various agencies, fields of practice and core methods, and the factors in
the model,^
Method of Procedure
The beginning phase of this project was carried out through the
participation of twenty-seven second-year students of this school, during
their six-month block field placement. The data used in this research
project were gathered in most cases from the records of the agencies in
which the students were placed for advanced field work, during this period
of time. Illhen the kind of sample idiich was required could not be obtained
in the placement agency, the records of other agencies were used.
To allow the student sufficient time to become oriented to the
agencies policies and procedures, and to allow for a thorou^ examination,
the sample number for each student was t^ case records whida were accepted
for social work service. This was based on the assumption that this number
of cases would give an idea of the agency's current method of assessing
social functioning for a given year. It may be noted that since the sample
was small, it would be more representative of social functioning assess¬
ment in small agencies than in agencies with larger loads.
^"Model" does not imply the correct, approved, or ideal way of carrying
on social work assessment. It is expected that assessment may vary according
to agency, field of practice, core method, mode of recording, and other
variables. Therefore no evaluation of agency records is intended, nor could
such an evaluation be an outcome of this stucfy-.
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Since this was a social work project, the data selected were taken
from agency records dealing with the rendering of social services. So that
the data gathered would be characteristic of the agency's present records,
the study utilized primarily records that were closed within a one-year
span (June 1, 1961 - May 31, 1962), This lessened the number of records
to be considered, and gave a sample of the way in idiich assessment was
currently being performed by the agency. In addition, closed records were
more easily associated with the purpose of the stvufy, accessible to students,
more complete, and therefore, more useful. Closed records were out of
general use by the agency and made the study less likely to Interfere with
agency fimctioning.
Data for this study were obtained from case records in the School
Social Work and Attendance Department of the Chariotte^ecklenburg Schools.
Two students were placed in the above named agency; the writer and
Mrs. Mildred D. Swift. The students discussed the purpose of -Uiis study
with the coordinator of Social Work and Attendance, Mrs. Anne S. Hausmann
and their blodc field work supervisor, Mrs. Bobbie Toatley. After much
discussion, it was agreed that the stucfy would be more effective if only
those cases which had been referred to other social agencies were used,
particularly since these records were written in more detail and contained
more adequate information on assessment of the client. Historical dates,
brochures, pam^dilets, and other material were made available so that the
students could become acquainted with the agency's methods of assessment.
The students were then given a list of ZZk case names which had been
referred to the following agencies and which had been dosed betwe^
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jTUie 1, 1961 and May 31j 19^2. Theae agencies weret
1. Alexander Home
2. Mmtal Health Clinic
3. Family and Children's Service
U. Juvenile Coxirt
5. Private Psychologist or Psychiatrist
In order to gather the population to be studied^ the students used
the case names on the list and looked in the agency's master file to obtain
the case numbers. The agency's master file contains an alphabetical list
of all cases which have been known to the Department of Social Work and
Attendance.
Once the case number for all the cases had been secured^ the two
students recorded the case name and case number for each ease to be studied*
on three by five cards, which were then placed in alphabetical order.
Employing the formula ^ the width of the sampling interval was obtained
by dividing the population l^y thirty. The sample interval was 7j therefore,
it was decided to select each seventh case from the total population. Each
student then selected five records for the pilot study and ten records for
the study.
The entire social work record was used to gather data since the
location of material in records differs among various agencies; that is,
face sheets, narratives, summaries, applications, and other information.
The work of all social workers in the sample records iras used, since
material found in records was representative of how the agency assesses
social functioning; therefore, in keeping with the study^ the extent of
professional training on the part of the worker was not a factor. All
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schedules were completed in accordance with the "General and Specific
Schedule Instructions," and the "Instructions for Analysis of Schedule
Content". (See Appendixes D and C , respectively).
After returning to school, several steps were followed in completing
the study. The first step was that of preparing a classification for each
faeter on the model. The classifications were worked out by the twenty-
seven participating students and the Research Committee. Chapter three
of this study focuses on tabulating and analyzing the data which were
then related to social work theory. In Chapter four, tables were con¬
structed to present the data in a statistical form, o\xt of which evolved
a discursive analysis of the material found in the tables. Chapter five
sunmarlzes the content and statistical data by showing the extent to which
the factors on the assessment model were Important in the assessment of
social functioning ly the Social Work and Attendance Department of the
Charlotte'4fecklenburg School System.
Scope and Limitations
Records analyzed were drawn from the records of agencies used
for second-year placement by the school. This means that the number
of agencies sampled was minute, compared with all agencies in the United
States. Furthermore, the sample of agencies was not a randomly selected
one. Another limitation is found in the nature of the agency records which
were not written for research purposes. Their contents probably reflect,
not only the agencys' practice of assessmnet, but also their policies and
practices of assessment in regard to recording. One must also take into
account the writer's subjectivity in interpreting the excerpts which were
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recorded on the schedules. It should be remembered that the sample used
for this study iias a stratified one, dealing with cases which had been
referred to other agenciesj therefore, it does not represent the entire
function of the Department of Social Work and Attendance.
CHAPTER II
HISTORY OF THE AGENCY
The history of social work services in the Charlotte School System
dates back almost four decades. At that time, the Commonwealth Fund, in
affiliation with the Public Education Association, approved centers located
in twenty-three states to serve as bases for trained social workers. It
was understood that if this project proved its worth, it would be taken
over by the local coranunity* Two hxindred and seventy applications were
filed with the Commonwealth Fund and Charlotte, North Carolina was chosen
to be one of the thirty centers established. For reasons of econony, this
service was revised during the depression years and only one white "truant
officer" and one Negro "truant officer” were hired#^
Charlotte, North Carolina has a population of 201,^6U and is the
Mecklenburg County seat. Meckleriburg Coimty, including the City of
Charlotte, has a population of 272,111. In I960, the city and county
school systems were ccaisolidated, bringing the total number of schools
in the combined system to ninety-eight with a total enirollment of 62,^99
students. At the beginning of the 1962-1963 school year, the total number
of schools was 102 with a total student population of 66,500.^
^uynell Gentry, "Time Bhytim in Establishing a Relationship with
Children in a School Social Work Setting," (Unpublished Master's Essay,
School of Social Work, University of North Carolina, 1961), p. 2,
2
Handbook for Teachers (Charlotte-Mecklenburg Schools Publication,
Charlotte-Meckleriburg Board of Education, September, 1962), p, 35*
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This agency, knoim earlier as the Department of Child Accoimtlng
and Attendance, iras established on September 1, 195U 1:^ authority of the
Board of Education. Dr. Elmer H. Garinger, idio was then the Superintendent
of the Charlotte City Schools, recognized the many problems which Interferred
with school routine and which adversely affected the student's making f\ill
use of and receiving full benefit frcm his educational opportunities. As
a result of Dr. Garinger's efforts, the Board of Education appointed Mrs.
Aime S. Hausmann, an experienced and well-qualified social worker, to be
the agency director.^
After the agency had been established, one of its first functions
was to create a climate in idilch it could survive. This task was accom¬
plished ly soliciting the cooperation of other established agencies in the
community, some of ihlch were aware of the positive contribution that
social work could make to the educational process. A willingness to
cooperate and a desire to work with the Attendance Department was expressed
ty many agencies, some of liiich were5 United Community Fund, Family and
Children's Service, Social Planning Coimcll, Alexander Home, Mental Health
p
Clinic and Juvenile Court.
Children are absent from school for a variety of reasons. Since
its beginning, the Attendance Department has focused its services on
problems of non-attendance. The causes of chronic absenteeism are mul¬
tiple, but a certain group of causes fall into five general categories!
^Lucille Jqyner, "Assessment of Social Functioning at the Social
Work and Attendance Department of the Mecklenburg County Schools," (Un¬




(1) Absence with parent's permission in which the child is kept from
school by parents to care for pre-school children in the family group or
to help with household chores} (2) Absence due to economic factors invol¬
ving parents who are unable to provide clothing, lunch money and other
fees incidental to schooling} (3) Parents' refusal to cooperate by not
sending the child to school} (li) Truancy unknown to parents} and (5) Ab¬
sence of the maladjusted child in idilch truancy may be a symptom of some
underlying emotional difficulty.^
Although the central focus has been on attendance problems, services
have been expanded to three other broad categories. They aret Behavior,
Lunch and Others. In her annual report of 1961-62, the agency director
summed up the presenting problems ly explaining that the difference between
"attendance" and "behavior" cases is very slight, since in practically
every case referred to the agency as "attendance", there existed also a
p
"behavior" problem. During the first few years of its existence, the
department could not possibly do a thorough job of assessment, primarily
because of the hea-vy caseload and the limited n^]mber of staff members.
As the demand for services continued and as more staff was added to the
department, the value of the school social worker became more apparent.
It was at this point that the name was expanded to the Attendance and
Social Work Department,^
^School Social Work - An Instrument of Education (Attendance and
Social Work Department Publication), Charlotte-Mecklenburg School System,
September, 1961, p. U.
^Annual Report of ttie Director of Social Work and Attendance
Department, (Charlotte, North Carolina, Department of Social Work and
Attendance, 1961-62), p, 1, (Mimeograjiied.)
3Gentry, op, cit,, p, 10.
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The sample used in this study included two cases irtiich were referred
to Alexander Home, three cases to the Mental Health Clinic and five cases
to the Juvenile Court. J. L.^ a thirteen-year-old girl was one of the
three cases referred to the Mental Health Clinic. Evidence of record
seemed to suggest over-protective adoptive parents and a child who was
in the midst of an adjustment reaction to adolescence. Her school atten¬
dance was poor, a factor which prompted the referral hy the school in which
she was enrolled to the Social Work and Attendance Department. Following
an exploratory home study by the school social worker, it was felt that
the child's interpersonal conflicts were so numerous and severe that the
case was subsequently referred to the Mental Health Clinic.
The second case referred to the Mental Health Clinic involved a
fourteen-year-old emotionally disturbed boy with multiple problems of
adjustment. There were also strong indications of a great deal of personal¬
ity damage. This child needed the help of an agency which offered
psychotherapy, therefore, the Social Work and Attendance Department worker
prepared a referral summary for the Mental Health Clinic and arranged the
initial appointment,
D, C., a fourteen-year-old boy was referred by the Social Work and
Attendance Department to the Mental Health Clinic following an evaluation
of the home situation which revealed doubts about the child’s amenability
to the public school program. He was described as a very confused youngster
^ with grave insecurities about his worth as an individual. His behavior
in school was such a disturbing influence that many questions were raised
in regard to the value of having him continue in school.
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Of the two cases referred to Alexander Home, one Involyed a ten-
year-old boy whose school adjustment suffered, primarily because of a
severe conflict in his home. It was felt that the child's social and
school experience could be made more meaningful by planning with his
parents in regard to foster home care.
The second case referred to Alexander Home was a fourteen-year-old
boy who was beyond the control of his parents and the school in which he
was enrolled. A study of the boy in his relationships at home, in the
school and in his community revealed the kind of treatment Indicated.
The school social marker involved the child's parents in a plan which was
focused on helping him resolve some of his uncomfortable feelings about
his dependency needs in a foster home setting.
The five cases idiich were referred to the juvenile court included
three males and two females. In each instance, the child was charged wltii
truancy. Of the total number of cases stuited, seven were males and three
were females. The age range was from fifteen to seven years.
In the first year of operation, there were only two social workers,
one of whcmi was Mrs. Hausmann and the other a Negro worker.^ At the
beginning of the 1962-63 school year, there were ten social workers and
the director. Since 1957, the department has been a resource for the
training of second-year graduate students from the Atlanta University
School of Social Work. In April, 1961, a two year cooperative effort
with the School of Social Work at the University of North Carolina
CTilminated with a grant from the National Institute of Mental Health to
Gentry, op. cit., p. 10,
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finance a student unit for the training of social workers.^ At this
writing there were four students from the University of North Carolina
School of Social Work and two students forming the Atlanta University
School of Social Work team, in training in the agency.
The director's annual report of 1961-62 points vap the importance
of the school social worker as a member of the sdrool team. One of the
primary functions of the school social worker is that of assisting the
child who is educationally handicapped 'by reason of chronic non-attendance
or deviant classroom behavior. The term "behavior" includes many varieties
of the pupil's functioning, such as hostility, aggressiveness, inability
to achieve up to capacity or inability to establish and maintain satisfying
peer-group relationships. Since this kind of behaivor is viewed by the
social worker as symptomatic of some other unresolved difficulties, an
exploratory study is made of the child in his relationships at school, in
his home and in the community, so that the xmderlying nature of his dlffl-
2
culty can be understood and a treatment plan formulated. If the problem
relates to the child's absence because the parent kept him home to run
errands, to look after pre-school children or for other reasons which are
not valid, they are made aware of the compulsory attendance law and helped
to understand the value of an education and in making other agreements so
that the child is free to go to school. In a case involving delinquent
or uncooperative parents, or transient home conditions, correction may
^Joyner, op. cit., p. 2,
^Annual Report of idle Director of Social Work and Attendance (Charlotte,
North Carolina, Department of Social Work and Attendance, 1961-62), p. 3.
(Mimeograpdied.)
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require referral to juvenile cjourt for the pTOtection of the child* If
absence is due to economic factors, an investigation by the school social
worker to verify need can result in the giving of clothing aid free lunches*
Most pupils are tempted to ”play hookey" at some time in their school
careers. If the truancy is unknown to the parents, a conference with the
pupil or his parents may prevent the recurrence of unexcused absences.
In regard to the absaice of the maladjusted child, the eiiploratory study
by the social worker generally reveals the extent of disturbances and the
kind of treatment needed.^ Especially in the latter instances are the
school social worker’s aspessmait skills valuable. On the school "team"
are several people, including the principal, teacher, guidance counselor,
social worker, nurse, psychologist, reading teacher, et cetera. The skills
of many professional disciplines are needed to safeguard the child’s right
to an education.
Staff limitations have made it exceedingly difficult, if not
in^xjssible, to do a more ooiT5)lete job of assessment. It is this agency’s
hope that increased budget appropriations will be made so that caseloads
can be reduced, thereby, enabling each worker to do a more coitplete
evaluation of the Individual case situation*
School ^dal Work - ^ Instrument of Education (School Social Work





The focus of this chapter nas that of tabulating the data and
analyzing the excerpts in terms of their significance to the particular
agency in idilch the study was made. The Social Work and Attendance Depart¬
ment of the Charlotte-Mecklenburg Schools is an agency which provides
casework help for children idio are educational^ handicapped by reason of
chronic non-attendance or deviant classroom behavior.
Upon examination of the tabulated data, it was found that the above
mentioned agency used all of the factors included on the assessment model
of this study. One might surmise that some factors were used much more
extensively than others, primarily because of the agency's focus.
Personality Factors
Innate or Genetic Potential
Intellectual potential.—^This factor has been defined to mean tiie
degree of adequacy to function in situations that require the ability to
deal with and use symbols, to mobilize resources of the environment, to
perceive consciously the relationship between events and/or objects and
that idiich can be measured by an Intelligence quotient test. Classified,








Mobilization of resourcea 2
Tests and measurements 22
Thlrt7 excerpts were recorded on the schedules in relation to
Intellectual potential. The tabulation revealed that tests and measurements,
which accounted for twenty-two of the total number, were the primary means
of arriving at a basis for determining the client's potential in this area
of functioning. Mobilization of resources was the least frequently used
method of assessing the client's intellectual potential. A typical excerpt
Tdiich relates to tests and measurements was found in the record of J, K., a
ten-year-old boy ahose school adjustment had suffered because of severe
conflicts within the home.
...on a California Mental Maturity Test given on
9/15/60, his total I.Q. was 129 with a language
score of 138 and a non-language score of 119.
Since the intelligence quotient score provides a rough measure of the
individual's relative level of intelligence, it was used extensively in
assessing the child's ability to enter into a satisfying social relation¬
ship or to profit from ordinary schooling.^ With the knowledge of a child's
Innate or genetic potential, the social worker in a school setting enhances
his position as a helping person by making use of this diagnostic tool.
Basic thrusts, drives, and instincts.—^This factor relates to tenden¬
cies present or incipient at birth, to respond to certain stimuli or
sittiations. It also involves the innate propensity to satisfy basic needs
such as food, shelter, love and security.




Motivation for attainment of goals
Satisfaction of physiological needs




After tabulating the data on this factor, a skewed distribution was
noted. Satisfaction of emotional needs, nhich accounted for fourteen of
the nineteen excerpts, indicated that the social worker considered this
classification important in evaluating the client's social functioning.
To illustrate, the following excerpt was classified under satisfaction of
emotional needs, as taken from the record of D. C*, a fourteen-year-old
enotionally disturbed boy idio trls referred by the agency to the Mental
Health Clinic:
...he views as hostile and strikes out at anyone or
anything that interferes with idiat he wishes to do,
without regard to ihe feelings and wishes of others,
This kind of aggressive or acting-out behavior indicated above
was perceived ly the social aorker as symptomatic of unresolved personality
conflicts. Theoretical reference points to the premise that acting-out
is an ego defense mecdianism vidaich one aaploys to reduce the anxiety aroused
by forbidden desires by giving vent to their expression.^
Physical potential.—For purposes of this stuctjr, fiiysical potential
was defined to mean general physical structure, size, skeleton and muscula¬
ture. The definition included racial characteristics, bodily proportions,










Energy and activity level
Resilience
There were sixteen excerpts recorded under fdiysical potential, eight
of idiich were classified as iihysioal characteristics and six of idiich were
related to temperament. The type of excerpts recorded frcmi ten records
implied that the social worker considered ^ysical potential Important in
assessing in that such data tended to individualize the client. For example,
the following excerpt related to physical characteristics seems to support
the writer's interpretation.
...Mr. D. is a fair]y strong, coarse looking man
idio provides adequately for his family but is known
to be brutal at times in the disciplining of his
children.
One of the basic concepts of social work is the recognition that
every person is different in his own way from all others. Aside frcm
differences in age, sex, physical build /et cetera7 there are inborn
differences that provoke conflicts as well as traits that make for amicable
teaming-up together.^ Physical potential, then, was considered an assess¬
ment factor in the Social Work and Attendance Department of the Charlotte-
Mecklenburg Schools.
Physiological Functioning
A description of bodily function, normal and abnormal, health or
illness according to the stage of development and the effect it has on
social functioning, was the definition idiich guided the selection of
excerpts for this factor. Agency records revealed the following Incidencei
^he Adolescent in Yoxir Family (Children's Bureau Publication), U. S.




Health - illness continuum
8
9
Physiological functioning as a personality factor plays an important
role in shaping personality development, especially ehen one bears in mind
the unique way in idiich the id, super-ego, and ego are integrated into the
total growth pattern of each person. Differences in resistence to physical
disease, in visual imagery and in the central nervous system may bring about
difference in reactive behavior and stress tolerance.^ The following is a
typical excerpt idiich was classified under i^iysiological functioning, as a
bodily function:
...E. has a facial tic which is noticeably worse
when he is under pressure.
A review of the literature reveals that tics are persistent, inter¬
mittent muscle twitches or spasms usually limited to a localized group of
muscles. They may have an organic basis but the great majority are
psychological in origin. This physiological phenomenon is the result of
complex muscular Interaction under the influence of nervous impulses
carried to the expressive muscles of the face. Nervous impulses arise in
certain emotional situations utoich in turn originate from one's interaction
2
with other people. The social worker in a school setting is concerned
with the client's response to his environment and the physiological expres¬
sions which are psychogenic in nature provide a valuable diagnostic clue.
^Coleman, op. cit., p. 113.
^Franz Alexander, Psychosomatic Medicine (New York, 1950), p. 38.
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Ego Functioning (Intra - Psychic Adjustment)
Identifiable patterns developed for reacting to stress and restoring
dynamic equilibrium.—Althou^ there is some difference of opinion in regard
to the distinction between adaptive and defense mechanisms^ the researcher
decided to make a distinction between the two, each of which has been
defined as follows t Adaptive mechanisms involve psychological abilities
(perceiving, learning, thinking) in fairly direct attempts to solve prob¬
lems and gratify needs while ego defense mechanisms are largely unconscious






As the above table Indicates, twenty-two excerpts related to ego
functioning were foiind. This factor tmded to point up identifiable
patteims for reacting to stress. The excerpt idiich follows was taken from
the record of R. D., a fifteen-year-old boy liiose behavior in the classroom
was such a disturbing Influence that there was much doubt about his amenability
to the school program.
...he resorts to procrastination to defend his erratic
behavior and seems not to care that his untruths are
easily detected.
By means of this mechanism of ignoring or denying unpleasant reality, this
boy attempted to protect himself from the forces of stress.
Internal organisation of the personality.—^This factor was defined to
iroan the degree of organization of parts of the personality such as the id.
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super-ego 4 and ego into a idiole. It also related to flexibility versus
rigidity of ego functioning as well as an individual's capacity for growth.
Classification Incidence
Personality (organization) integration 7
Capacity for growth (flexibility - rigidity) 17
With respect to this factor, seventeen excerpts were related to the
client's fl«cibility or rigidity in behavior while personality integration
accounted for seven excerpts. The internal organization of the personality
reflects how the "ego-institutions have endeavored to restrain id impulses
by methods of their own."^ The social worker operating in a school setting
observes both positives and negatives in an attempt to effect an intra-psychic
adjustment and in so doing becomes a menace to the ego-institutions. An
example of a negative in the client - worker relationship was classified
under capacity for growth, as excerpted from the record of J. W., a thirteea-
year-old boy idio was referred by the agency to the juvenile co\irt.
...she /client's mother? haa been unwilling to
discuss any possibility of help for herself and
this youngster and sees her way of mishandling
the discipline problem as perfectly adequate.
The ego-institutions in tiiis particular case rigidly opposed the worker's
attempt to Intervene. When consideration is given to the total number of
excerpts recorded under this factor, it is reasonable to conclude that in¬
ternal organization of the personality was a valid measurement in making an
assessment.
Degree of Maturity
Judged by the adaptability to role performance in accordance with
the person's physiological, intellectual, emotional being, stage of
^Anna Freud, The Ego and the Mechanism of Defense (New York, 1958), p. 58
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development and the Integration of cultural, social and pl^sical factors,
iras the definition idiich guided the selection of excerpts for this factor*
Classification Incidence
Stage of development 7
Role performance 8
The excerpt ehich follows tends to explicate how the social worker
in a school setting used 'Uie role perfoitnance classification in assessing
the matvority of a thirteen-year-old girl vho was having adjustment diffi¬
culties in school.
...she has shown some rebelliousness and overt
defiance of authority but her behavior does not
appear to be out of line for her age.
The behavioral maturity of this girl, as judged ty the social worker
in making an assessment, seemed to be consistent with her age grovqp. The
composite picture of the behavior of an adolescent is contradictory and
confused. He wishes to not only be an individual, but an independent and
grown-up one. Accepting the advice and direction of a parent is an acknow¬
ledgement of inadequacy and for him this is intolerable.^ The sdiool social
worker is in constant contact with the adolescent; therefore, an understanding
of his maturing behavior is mandatory.
Self-Image
Self-image is an individual's opinion of himself and can be described
by objectivity with idiich he views himself. Insight and self-awareness are
components of this factor.
Classification Incidence
Objectivity (self-awareness or insight) 6
Sense of identity 6







The pireceding table suggests that the social worker was cognizant of
the individual's need to feel good about himself^ to think of himself as
important and worthy of other people's respect. Failure to master this
developmental task is a major hazard to conditions zhich are favorable to
adequate ftmctioning. An excerpt idiich illustrates the self-confidence
classification was taken from the record of E. M., a fifteen-year-old boy
whose interpersonal conflicts were nisBerous and severe.
...E. is a troubled adolescent with many conflicts
about his importance and worth...and has a very
poor opinion of himself.
A school social worker has a responsibility in assisting the child who is
handicapped by reason of self-devaluation, hence, this factor was used
rather extensively in the process of assessment.
Patterns of Interpersonal Relationships and
Emotional Expressions Related Thereto
The above factor was defined to mean the reciprocal relationships
between individuals in social situations and the resulting reactions such as
acceptance, rejection, permissiveness, control, spontaniety, flexibility,
rigidity, love, hate, domination, submission, dependence, and independence.
Classification Incidence
Formulation of reciprocal relationships 17
Involvement in social situations 8
Better than a two-to-one ratio existed between the formation of
reciprocal relationships and involvement in social situations. This
^Coleman, op. clt., pp, 70-72.
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difference ml^t be explained in terms of the agency's focus In that the
department concerns itself irith ascertaining how the client relates to
those with idicHii he has constant contact, be it in the home, the school,
or the community* To explicate, attention is given to the excerpt idilch
follows and was classified under formulation of z^oiprocal relationships
relative to a family situation:
...idien she and her brother were children, she
remembers no harsh words between her mother and
father amd she recalls that he /fathei7 a
rather loving person*
Operating on the assumption that concern for the well being of the child is
the primary focus, the social worker's concern for the parents is geared
toward enabling them to carry out their part in solving the child's prob¬
lems.^ The same conceim is applicable to the child in his relationships
at school and in the communily.
Internalizations of CiiLturally Derived Beliefs,
Values, Activity-Patterns, and Norms
For purposes of clarification, beliefs and values were combined and
defined to mean the prevailing attitude or conviction derived from the
culture which may have evolved rationally or irrationally and have been
accepted without critical reasoning. Such beliefs and values determine an
individual's thinking about feeling, custom, and patterns of behavior such
as social values idxich are commonly internalized by members of the system
or sub-system to idiich members conform in their behavior*
Classification Incidence
Acceptance - rejection (attitude) 3
Conformity - non-coiiformity (behavior) 2
Henrietta Gordon, Casework Services for Children (Boston, 1956), p. 29.
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The data in the former table tend to show that the social worker
did not consider this factor as having an appreciable significance in
evaluating a client's potential for social functioning. The incidence
of data for the two classifications is about the same and can be under¬
stood in terms of how the evidence of internalization came forth. Viewed
in relation to the other personality factors, internalizations of culturally
derived beliefs, values, activity-patterns and norms did not seem to be one
of the frequently used and generally accepted factors in assessment.
Socio-Cultijral Factors
Cultural Berivations
Beliefs and values#—This factor, partially de:W.ned in the discussion
of the proceeding personalily factor, relates further to the believed capacity
of any object to satisfy a human desire.
Classification Incidence
Reasoned - unreasoned continuum 1
Implications for iple performance
The above table seams to imply that beliefs and values, as a socio¬
cultural assessment factor, was not significant in terms of the social
worker's recording. Five excerpts were made a part of this study, four of
which were related to implications fof role performance. One cannot say,
however, that one's cultural setting does not have a profound influence in
determining development and behavior. Excerpted from the record of a fifteen-
year-old boy was the following belief which seemed to have derived from his
family and had implications for role performance:
...he was excused from Physical Education last year
and again this year because of his belief that to
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dress, or undress as he said, for Pl^slcal Edu¬
cation was against his religious teachings.
Pitirim Sorokin sees beliefs and values as phenomena a vhich may stamp,
to some extent, the character of the moral, Jxidicial, religious, and other
i
fonas of conduct pertaining to the culture in which one lives*^ The total
number of excerpts classified as having socio-cultural implications was
small when compared with ‘tiie other assessment factors on the model.
Activity-patterns.—This socio-culttiral assessment factor related to
a standardized way of behaving, under certain stimuli or in certain inter¬
actional situations, which is accepted or regulated ^ the group or culture.
Classification Incidence
Acceptable - non-acceptable continuum 4
Relationship effect on primary or secondary
group relationship 9
Better than a two-to-one ratio existed between the two classifications
specified above. The excerpt quoted below was taken from the record of a
fifteen-year-old girl tdio was charged in a petition to the juv^ile court
with being truant. It was classified under the acceptable - non-acceptable
continumt
...this fifteen-year-old girl has frequently used
Illness as an excuse for her irregular attendance
but upon examination by a physician, no evidence
of organic pathology could be found.
The chronic non-attendance pattern of this girl was in conflict with the
law governing school attendance and challenged the social worker's authority
in helping her resolve some of the difficulties associated with the school
^Pitirim Sorokin, Contemporary Sociological Theories (New York, 1928),
p. U13.
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attendance problem. She was openly hostile toward her mother who was
described as a dominating woman. The adequate channeling and discharge of
hostile feelings is an important matter, especially in a parent-diild
1
relationship which evokes continued hostility on the part of the diild.
Because of its focus as a protective service agency, activity patterns were
essential in the assessment.process.
Sub-Systems (Social Structure and Dynamics)
Family.—For purposes of this stu<fy, family was defined as a social
group composed of parents, children, and other relatives in which affection




With respect to the above classification, twenty-nine excerpts were
recorded, the major portion of Ydiich were related to interactional patterns.
Typical of the excerpts which tended to show the use of this factor in
assessment was one taken from the record of J. K., a thirteen-year-old
girl idiose parents were having difficulty in understanding the significance
of her problem. It was classified under interactional patterns:
...Mr. and Mrs. L. have no children of their own
but adopted J. idio is acutely aware that she can
manipulate her adoptive parents to suit her own
advantages.
The agency has recognized idle importance of the family as a unit in assessing
the growidi of individual manbers. A family grows older and parents cease to
^Gordon, op. cit., pp. 396-397*
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be parents of Infants and todlers. If theiy are to be effective parents,
they must transform themselves into parents of nursery and school-^ge
children, later to become older parents of adolescents and young adults.
In other nords, as the breast and bottle baby turns into a lap and knee
child, so must the parents grow.^ fhe implication that interactional
patterns within the family context had real significance for the social
worker is evidenced by the large number of excerpts nhich were related to
this factor.
Educational system.~“The social organization directed toward the
realization of the socially accepted values by means of training in know¬
ledge, attitudes, and skills was the definition used for excerpting data
on this factor.
Classification Incidence
Attitude toward learning 5
Level of school achievement 5
School adjustoent 10
School administrative actions 10
Thirty excez^ts were recorded on the schedules in relation to the
above factor. The tabulation revealed that school adjustment aixi school
administrative actions were the primary matters of concern to the social
worker. Since the agency works in cooperation with the school system, it
was anticipated that many references would be made to school activities and
functions. An example of the kind of excerpt related to school adjustment
is as follows:
...l£rs. L. /client’s moth^ had advised Mrs. C.,
guidance counselor at A. G. H. School that she was
at a loss to know how to handle J. as far as her
school attendance was concerned.
^tto 0. von Mering, •’Forms of Fathering in Relation to Mother-Child
Pairs," The Significance of the Father (New York, 1959), pp. 7-8.
Children are absent from school and drop out for a variety of
reasons. In regard to the drop-outs^ studies have revealed a number of
characteristics that many of them have In comoon. Most drop-outs have not
been successful In school mark and are x^tarded by one or more grades.
Most drop-outs take little part In extra-curricular activities and place
little value on the merits of an education to their future. Research
has also shomn that the chronically absent child who eventually drops
out of school comes from the low Income fanlly and has difficulty In
meeting school costs.^ Because of the agency's close relationship with
the educational system^ each excerpt had real significance for the social
worker.
Peer group.—^Thls factor was defined as a group whose members had
like characteristics as to age, sex, and related similarities. It Included
friendship groups, cllqtjes, gangs, et cetera.
Classification Incidence
Type (structured - unstructured) 5
Interactional patterns li^
...the fact that he felt out of place In school
and his dislike" of school was quite obvious,
primarily because he had very few friends at
H. S. H. School.
The excerpt quoted above tends to illustrate the kind of Interactional
pattern under which fourteen Instances were classified. Most of the excerpts
were concerned with how the client related to his peers In the school setting.
The total number of excerpts also suggest that the school social worker
^Charles M. Allen, Combatting the Drop-Out Problem (Chicago, 1956),
pp. 7-8.
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considered the ramifications of peer group relationships as a diagnostic
clue in arriving at a trealanent plan. From the literature> it has been
established tdiat being accepted and approved in circles outside of the
family becomes increasingly essential to the individual in his search for
security.^
Ethnic group.—This factor was defined to mean a group i6iich is






Each of the t«a excerpts which showed relationship to the above
factor was a simple identification of the client as a racial extraction.
The sample of ten records contained no excerpts which could be classified
under socially imposed characteristics or interactional patterns.
Class.-—For purposes of this stuc^, class was defined as a horizontal




Each of the nine excerpts related to this factor was classified
under stratification status since there were no excerpts which were inter¬
preted by the writer to have behavioral indications. Excerpted below is




...the neighborhood seems to be composed of low
middle class home owners who take pride in the
appearance of their respective dwellings.
The writer found no evidence of records that suggested class as
having aLtny appreciable significance with respect to its value in making a
social work assessment.
Territorial group.—This factor related to a locality group which
has developed siifficient social organization and cultural unity to be con¬






As the above table indicates, twelve excerpts pertaining to this
factor were found, all of which showed classification under designation of
area. Generally, the exceii>ts described a location in or around Charlotte,
North Carolina idiere the study took place, but reference was also made to
communities outside of the state of North Carolina. An excerpt which il¬
lustrates this point follows:
...the family has lived in various shacks in the
Mint Hill community for a number of years and is
well known in this section of the country.
The writer found little justification to surmise that the social worka*
attached any assessment value to the matter of territorial groups.
Economic system.—A system concerned with the creation and (Astribution
of valued goods and services such as employment and occupation was the defi¬








...Mr* T3,f aho has found it difficult to maintain
a regxxlar Job in the pastj has been morking this
year at a knitting mill in the Mint Hill oommxmlty
in an effort to support his family.
The above excerpt is an example of the tventy-^ight excerpts that
referred to economic system^ ten of mhich related to financial status.
Status of employment, which acco\int for eighteen excerpts, was the most
frequ^tly used means of describing the client in this area of fimctloning.
One of the services offered by the Social Work and Attendance Department
is financial assistance; therefore, it is not inconsistent that many
references were made to the client's economic situation.
Govenmental system.—This factor was concerned with governmental






...it seems important for the juvenile court, as the
authoritative agency, to enter into the planning for
this boy for his own protection.
The excerpt just quoted was taken frcau the record of a thirteen-
year-old boy who was referred by the agency to the juvenile court. The
Social Work and Attendance Department, as a protective agency, works in
close cooperation with the juvenile court regarding children who need the
kind of help afforded by either of these agencies. Invariably excerpts
'Z were concerned with governmental units| therefore, it is reasonable to
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conclude that goveziuaental systems as a soclo-cultural assessment factor
held significance for the social eorker operating in a school setting.
Religious system.—^This particular factor was divided into three
classifications and was defined to mean the system uhlch is concerned
with symbols, doctrines, beliefs, attitudes, behavior patterns and systems









...he was excused frcm Physical Education last year
and again this year because of his belief that to
dress, or undress as he said, for Physical Education,
was against his religious teachings.
...my priest says I ought to honor my father and my
mother....
Two excerpts from a total of four have been used to illustrate how
the social worker saw religious systems as having significance in terms of
one's potential for social functioning. Both excerpts tend to show that
the client had expressed a belief related to a religious system bub the
incidence suggests that this factor was not equated to some of the other
socio'cultural factors in making an assessment of social functioning.
CHAPTER IV
STATISTICAL ANALYSIS OF SCHEDULE CONTENT
The statistical presentation of data, which is the primary focus
of this chapter, is shorn of some detail so that certain information may
be brought into sharper focus. This chapter is concerned with data which
has been extracted from tdie ten cases studied, then separated froa their
individualized context for purposes of ccsnparison and generalization.
Although no specific hypotheses were formulated at the beginning
of the stucfy, the writer had some preconceived impressions that certain
factors would be considered more important than others in a school social
work setting. Some of the findings provided validation of these impres¬
sions while others showed unexpected relationships.
Incidence of Data
In regard to intellectvial potential as a personality factor. Table
1 revealed that seven schedules had three excerpts*, two schedules had four
excerpts; and one schediile had five excerpts. Degree of maturity, with a
total of fifteen excerpts, had the least number. This comparison showed
that intellectual potential was regarded as one of the most important
assessment factors. School social work as a specialty is relatively new
but the writer surmised that intellectual potential would be one of the
more important factors, especially since the level of intellectual performance
is one means of assessing a student's ability to profit from schooling or
to enter into satisfying social relationships.
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Educational system as a socio-cultural factor had a total incidence
of thirty-four excerpts* In co!i5)arlson, Table 1 showed that religious
system, with a total of four excerpts, was the least frequently used factor
in making an assessment. When one considers that much effort has been
exerted to separate church from state, and since the study was made of ten
case records of students in a public (state supported) school setting, this
finding does not appear to be unusual. It was significant to note that from
a grand total incidence of 386, there were a total of seventeen instances on
which one of the personality factors was not shown on the schedules. In one
Instance each, no data were found for basic thrusts, drives and instincts,
physiological function, identifiable patterns for reacting to stress,
degyee of maturity and patterns of interpfrspn^ relationships. In four
instances, no data could be found for internalizations of culturally derived
beliefs, values, activity-patterns, and norms.
With respect to socio-cultural factors, in six instances no data
were found for beliefs and values. In three instances, no data were found
for class and in eight instances no exceipts were recorded for religious









Of Data 1 1 Three Four Five
Personality
Innate or Genetic Potential
Intellectiial potential 3k 7 2 1
Basic thrusts, drives,
and instincts 19 3 3 2 1 1
Physical potential 16 h - h - - 2
Physiological Functioning 17 5 - k - - 1
Ego Functioning
Identifiable patterns for
reacting to stress 22 3 1 3 2 1
Internal:organization of
personality 2h 2 5 3
Degree of Maturity 15 7 - - 2 - 1
Self-Image 20 - - 5 - 1 h
Patterns of Interpersonal




and Norms 5 5 mm 6
Sub-total 297 33 9 25 ih 3 17
Socio-Cultural
Ctiltural Derivations
Beliefs and values 5 5 6
Activity-patterns 13 8 1 1 - — -
TABLE 1 Continued
Factors Schedules With Data Schedviles
Total
Incidence
Of Data One 1 Three Four Five
With No
Data
Social Structure and Eyn-
amics
Family 29 2 6 1 1
Educational system 31+ - - 7 2 1 -
Peer group 19 3 3 2 1 - -
Ethnic group 10 10 - - - - -
Class 9 5 2 — - — 3
Territorial group 12 h 1+ •• 2
Economic system 28 3 2 - 1+ 1 -
Governmental system 26 2 2 5 - 1 -
Religious system U - 2 - - - 8
Sub-total 189 1+2 16 21 8 1+ 19
Grand total 386 75 25 1+6 22 7 36
Person Discussed In Excerpt
Table 2, a statistical picture of the person disclosed in the various
excerpts, showed the client as the focus of attention. Significant also
were the many excerpts idiich related to the client’s family, especially
parents and siblings. This finding tended to show that the school social
worker had an awareness of what the home and the parent-child relationship
contributed to a child's adjustment in school. The person discussed in
more than eighty-one per cent of the total excerpts was the client and/or
his parents.
TABLE 2
PERSON DISCUSSED IN EXCERPT
Factors Person Discussed Schedules
!otal
[ncidence




Innate or Genetic Potential
Intellectml potential 30 26 1 1 2 mm -
Basic thrxists, drives,
and Instincts 19 15 1 2 1 - 1
Physical potential 16 11 2 1 2 - - 2
Physiological Functioning 17 9 1 2 3 1 1 1
Ego Functioning
Identifiable patterns for
reacting to stress 22 13 5 2 1 1 - 1
Internal organization of
personality 2k 12 6 h 1 1 - -
Degree of Maturity 15 12 1 - 2 - 1
Self-Image 20 lU 3 1 2 - - k
Patterns of Interpersonal




terns, and Norms 5 Jl 1 6
Sub-total 193 :01 27 11 16 6 2 17
SocLo-Gultural
Cultural Derivations
Beliefs and values 5 ■ h 1 - - - 6
Activity-patterns 13 6 2 2 3 — — -
Il4
TABLE 2 -- Continued
Factors Person Discussed Schedules
Total
Incidence
Of Data Client uotherj Father| ■S’ jJ313CQ Oft! •d Bi;
With No
Data
Social Structure and lyn-
amlcs
Family 29 8 k 10 1 2 U
Educational system 30 22 1 - 7 - - -
Peer group 19 19 -
Ethnic group 10 10 -
Class 9 - - — 2 9 3
Territorial group 12 5 1 - 1 5 2
Economic system 28 - 11 12 3 2 - -
Governmental system 26 13 k - 7 - -
Religious system- U k 8
Sub-total 185 91 2k 2h 22 6 18 19
Grand total 378 222 51 35 38 12 20 36
Location of Excerpt in Record
The location of the excerpt in the record was significantly related
to the type of sample tised for the stuc^r. The reader is reminded that the
sample was stratified, dealing with cases which had been referred to other
agencies and therefore, did not represent the entire function of the Depart¬
ment of Social Work and Attendance. Table 3 showed that from a total of
378 excerpts, 259 were found in referral summaries to other agencies. There
were forty-ei^t excerpts found in the narrative record on personality factors
while thirty-eight excerpts were fovind in the narrative record on Socio¬
cultural factors.
In comparing personality factors with socio-cultural factors. Table
3 did not fail to reveal a marked difference in the number of excerpts idiich
were recorded at intake and on the face sheet. There were no excerpts
recorded on the face sheet or at intake for personality factors, but on
socio-cultixral factors, ten instances were recorded at intake. Ethnic
group accounted for the ten excerpts but these data were a simple identi¬
fication of the client as to his racial extraction. Educational and economic
systems accounted for over fifty per cent of the data recorded at intake.
This difference can be explained in terms of the agency setting, idiich is
school oriented, and because one of the agency services is that of providing
financial help to the economically deprived family.
Stage in Agency Contact
The stage in agency contact at vhich the data were recorded tended
to show an almost equal distribution between the early, late and referral
classifications, in regard to personality factors in that six excerpts were
recorded at closing and two at intake. It was therefore concluded that early
in the client- worker- relationship, a tentative diagnosis was made and that
later in the process, the case was re-evaluated. With indicated revisions
and possible conformation of the tentative diagnosis, the referral services
were seen as a step in treating the personality difficulty.
The stage in agency contact at which socio-cultural factors were
excerpted showed a marked increase in the number of excerpts found at intake
and during the early stage of the worker- client relationship. Frequently
the school, as the agency vhich referred the case to the study agency^ made
reference to the client's family, peer group, economic system, atxl governmental
system idiich were later incorporated into the social worker's recordings.
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TABLE 3 — Continued
Factors Location of Excerpt Schedules
^otSo
Incidence
Of Data (Pace- bheet i ^take Narra- ■Eeo► o Refer¬ ral Sum- nary
With No
Data
Social Structure and Dtu**
amlcs
Family 29 $ 20
Educational system 30 — 7 2 21 -
Peer grovp 19 3 16 mm
Ethnic group 10 10 mm - -
Class 9 -- 1 3 5 3
Territorial group 12 2 2 8 2
Economic system 28 — 5 9 tk -
GoYemmental system ~ 3 7 16 -
Religious system U 1 m 1 1 2 8
Sub-total 185 10 23 38 Uii 19
Grand total 378 10 23 66 259 36
U8
TABLE h
STAGE IN AGENCY CONTACT WHEN INFORMATION OBTAINED
Factors stage in Contact Schedules
^►tal S 1 u With No
Inddence 1 Data
Of Data A 1
Personality
Innate or Genetic Potential
Intellectual potential
Basic thrustS) drivesj
30 7 15 8 •
and Instincts 19 1 10 8 - 1
Physical potential 16 - 8 6 2 - 2
PlQrsiological Functioning
Ego Functioning




22 1 11 6 3 1 1
personality 2U 1 8 3 10 2 M
Degree of Maturity «• 9 1 5 - 1
Self-linage
Patterns of Interpersonal
20 - 7 10 3 k




terns1 and Norms 5 - 1 5 1 - 6
Sub-total 193 2 65 68 52 6 17
Sodo -Cultural
Cultural Derivations
Beliefs and values 5 - 1 3 •• 1 6
Activity-patterns 13 2 6 5 •
U9
TABLE U — Continued









Social Structure and Oyn-
amics
Faaily 29 6 7 7 8 1 -
Educational system 30 10 U 9 7 - -
Peer group 19 1 9 5 U - -
Ethnic group 10 10 - — — - m
Class 9 - 6 1 2 - 3
Territorial group 12 3 3 3 1 2 2
Economic system 28 8 10 5 3 2 mt
Governmental ^stem 26 2 h 10 7 3 -
Religious system u. - 1 3 - 8
Sub-total 185 Uo h7 52 37 9 19
Grand total 378 U2 112 120 89 15 36
1
Origin of Data
four conqponents that dealt with establishing who obtained the
information recorded in the ten case records rewealed that the social
worker in the agenqr where the study took place accounted for approximately
eighty-three per cent of the total incidence. Social workers in other
agencies obtained information for an additional six per cent. Other
disciplines in the study agency and other disciplines at large accounted
for the remaining eleven per cent of the grand total* The reader is rejainied
that this stucfy was a social work project and excerpts from other disciplines




Factors Information Obtained By • Schedules




Agency 1 Own OtherAgency Data
Personality
Innate or Genetic Potential






and instincts 19 16 3
1
1 mm 1
Physical potential 16 11 1 !
1
1 3 2
Physiological Functioning 17 13 - 1 - k 1
Ego Functioning
Idaitifiable patterns for
reacting to stress 22 17 1
1
1
1 3 1 1
Internal organization of





Degree of Maturity 35 12 2 1 1 m 1



















































Family 29 26 2 ' 1 - •>
Educational system 30 2U 1 ' 3 2 -
Peer group 19 lit ‘ 3 2 tm
Ethnic group 10 10 mm ' m m -
Class 9 9 - ' m
1
- 3
Territorial groiq) 12 7 1 • 1 3 2
Economic system 28 25 1 ' 1 1 mm
Governmental system as 25 1 1 - • -
Beliglous system h 4 - • - - 8
Sub-total 185 159 8
1
1 10 8 19
Grand total 378 315 2lt ' 22 17 36
Source of Data
Table 6 revealed little evidence for the es^ected relationship between
teste and measurements and observations or ill^)resslot]s of the social worker.
Tests and measurements accounted for only thirty-one of the total 378 excerpts.
Since this was a school social work setting, the writer had the erroneous
impression that tests and measurements would be a primary means of arriving at
a basis of assessing the client's functioning, but this premise held true only
in the matter of determining the client^^s intellectual potential. Approxi¬
mately fifty-six per cent of the data were obtained from observations or




















22 I 5 3
Basie thrusts^ driyes^
and instincts 19 1
1
- 1 10 7 1 1
Pt^sical potential 16 1 2 , 7 5 1 2
Physiological Functioning 17 2 - 10 k 1 1
Ego Functioning
Identifiable patterns for
reacting to stress 22
1
3 1 16 2 1 1
Internal organization of
personality 2h - 1 1 19 2 2 -
Degree of MatiuPity 15 - 2 • 9 3 1 1












- I 1 6
Sub-total 193 17 31 [l03 28 11* 17
Socio-Cultural
Cultural Deriyations




- 1 2 6





TABLE 6 — Continued







i 1 Observations of
Heasuri _ment8_ Social Woxfcer Other Profes¬ sional Non- Profes- slonal Persom




Family 29 2 - ^5 U - -
Educational system 30 3 - 16 10 1 -
Peer group 19 1 - 10 7 1 -
Ethnic group 10 - - 10 <e» - -
Class 9 - 9 - 3
Territorial group 12 2 -I 8 2 •• 2
Economic group 28 2 - 9 1 16 -,
Governmental system 26 7 - 12 3 h m
Religious system 4 3 - J 1 - 8
Sub'total 185 25 -t 109 29 22 19




Table 7 presents a clear indication that one source of information
was sufficiently valid for the social worker to consider the excerpt important.
It was also significant that none of the case records rdied on more than two
sources of Information before arriving at a diagnosis or possible treatment
TABLE 7
BBEADTH OF DATA




One Tvo Three Data
Personality
Innate or Genetic Potential
Int^lectual potential
Basic thrasts^ drires)
30 30 •• • •
and instincts 19 19 - 1
Physical potential 16 13 3 - 2
Physiological Functioning
Ego Functioning






22 - - 1
personality 23 1 • -












terns and Nonas 5 5 6
Sub-total 193 187 6 «e 17
Soclo -Cultural
Cultural Derivations
Beliefs and values 5 5 - - 6
Activity-patterns 13 13
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TABLE 7 — Coatlnmed







Social Structure and Dyn-
amics
Family 29 29 - - -
Educational system 30 30 - - -
Peer group 19 18 1 - -
Ethnic grovp 10 10 - - -
Class 9 9 - - 3
Territorial group 12 12 .. 2
Economic system 28 26 2 am -
Governmental system 26 26 • • ••
Relifdous syston ii u - - 8
Sub-total 185 182 3 em 19
Grand total 378 369 9 36
Datum or Interpretation
Table 8 showed an almost equal distribution of excerpts in the
personality factors related to whether the data were Interpretation only or
datum plus interpretation* Socio-cultural factors revealed a different
picture, however, with more than elgbt-to-one, in ratio, between datum plus
interpretation and intezpretatlon only* There was a total incidence of
















Innate or Genetic Potential
Intellectual potential 30 2h 7 9 ••
Basic thrusts1 drives,
and instincts 19 U 5 10 1
Physical potential 16 13 2 1 2
Physiological Fonctioning 17 11» 1 2 1
Ego Functioning
Identifiable pattezns for
reacting to stress 22 5 7 10 1
Internal organization of
personality 2h 3 lit 7 ■■
Degree of Maturity 15 1 6 8 1
Self-Image 20 13 2 5 it
Patterns of Interpersonal




terns and Norms 5 1 ? 1 6
Sub-total 193 8U 51 58 17
Sodo -Cultural
Cultural Derivations
Beliefs and values 5 5 6
Activity-patterns 13 7 ■ 6
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TABLE 8 •>- Continued







o o M ai4»o o M pup
Social St3nicture and Dyn-
amics
Family 29 18 © 11
Educational system 30 26 - U •>
Peer group 19 16 - 3 -
Ethnic group 10 10 - - -
Class 9 6 12 3
Territorial group 12 12 - - 2
Economic system 28 19 3 6 -
Qovemmental system 26 22 13 at
Beligious system h 3 - 1 8
Sub-total 185 139 5 Ul 19
Grand total 378 223 56 99 36
The tables tended to show that the social wozicer In the study agency
made use of both personality and socio-cultural factors In aissesslng a
client’s social functioning. Some factors were used more extensively than
others but there was no appreciable difference in the extent to which per¬
sonality factors and socio-eultural factors were used. Ihe writer had
assumed that the Social Work and Attendance Department, which is a casework
agency, would have been more concerned with personality factors as opposed
to socio-cultural factors, but the study did not validate this assumption.
CHAPTER V
SDMKARI AND CONCLUSIONS
This studjT} the beginning phase of vhich was carried out through
the participation of twenty-sewen second-year students of the Atlanta
Iftiiver*!^ Sdiool of Social Work, was the second in a series of sudh
studies designed to test the nodel for the assessm^t of social functioning.
The assessment model upon which the study was based was prepared ly the
Human Growth and Behavior and Research CoimBlttees of the School* Data for
this particular study were obtained from ten records of cases selected from
a stratified sanqple of cases referred by the Social Work and Attendance
Department of the Charlotte-Mecklenburg Schools to other agend.es* The
sample included seven males and three females who ranged in ages from
seven to fifteen years*
The agency in which the study took place is located in Charlotte,
North Carolina. Mecklenburg County, Including the City of Charlotte, has
a population of 272,111* In I960, the city and county school systems were
consolidated, bringing the total number of schools in the combined systems
to ninety-eight with a total student enrollment of 62,559* At the beginning
of the writer's block field placement on August 29, 1962, the total number
of schools was 102 with a total student population of 66,500* Although the
central focus of the agency has been on attendance problCTU, services have
been estpanded to providing casework help to the dhild idio is educationally
handicapped by reasons of deviant classroom behavior*
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Recognized authozlties in the field of social work^ despite dif¬
fering points of view on other matters, have agreed that assessment is
inqportant* A variety of terms have been used in the three major social
work methods in describing the same process and there is yet no universal
agreement as to what factors shoxild be included in assessment. The model
used in this study attempted to identify those sodo-cultural and indivi-
d\ial factors in zole performance idiich seem to be in^rtant in making a
social work assessment. Specifically, these factors were tested to ascertain
to what extent there was correspondence between assessment information ob¬
tained in the Sodal Work and Attendance Department of the Charlotte-
Mecklenburg Schools and the factors on the model.
The data obtained were dassified, tabulated and then analyzed in
terms of their significance to the study agency. Data for each of the
personality and soclo-cultural factors were excerpted and related to a
theoretical frame of reference. The Social Work and Attoidance Department
of the ^harlotte-Mecklenburg Schools is an agency which provides casework
help to diildren who are educationally handicapped by reasons of chronic
non-attendance or deviant classroom behavior. The classifications which
were worked out by the partidpants, for the twenty-one factors, the ex¬
cerpted data and the theoretical reference, offered a basis for coicparing
the frequency of the various factors.
Upon examination of the results of this s tudy, it was found that the
study agency used all of the factors included on the assessment model. Some
of the factors were used much more extensively than others, primarily because
of the agency's focus. Intellectual potential, ego functioning, internal
organization of the personality, patterns of interpersonal relationships and
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basic thrustS) drives, and Instincts had the highest frequency among
personality factors. Educational system, governmental systems, family,
economic systems, and peer group had the highest frecipiency among socio¬
cultural factors. If frequency in the use of these factors is equated to
importance, one mi^t reasonably conclude that the study agency had selected
these conqoonents as essential to assess idien evaluating one's potential for
social functioning. By the same token, one might conclude -Uiat the least
frequently used personality ooiqponent, internalization of culturally derived
beliefs, values, activity-patterns and norms and the least frequently used
socio-cultural factor, religious system, vere not necessarily important in
making an assessment in a school social work setting*
The tables were constructed for the purpose of comparison and generali¬
zations* As such, thqr contributed a body of empirical data which revealed
that the Social Work and Attendance Department placed almost equal emphasis
on both personality and sodo-cultural factors. The statistical presentation
of data showed that the person most frequently discussed was the client and/or
his parents. The location of the excerpt in the record was significantly re¬
lated to the type of saople used in that the sample was comprised of ten cases
which had been referred by the study agency to other social agencies* From a
total of 378 excerpts, 2^9 were found in referral summaries*
An almost equal distribution between early, late and referral stages
in agency contact was noted in regard to personality factors* The stage in
agency contact at which socio-cultural factors were excerpted showed a
marked increase in the number of data found at intake end during the early
stages of the client-worker relationship. Particularly significant was the
revelation that the sodal worker in the study agency obtained the Information
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in approximately eighty-three per cent of the total incidence. Approxi¬
mately fifty-six per cent of the data were obtained from observations or
impressions of the social woxiEer* Tests and measurements was the chief
source of data in assessing the client's intellectual potential* The number
of sources of information was, in ninety-seven per cent of the excerpts, one
source suggestive of the implication tiiat one source of information was stiffi-
ciently valid for the social worker to consider the data important* An almost
equal distribution of excerpts related to personality was shown in the matter
of whether the information was datum or Interpretation* Sodo-cultural fac¬
tors reflected a different statistical picture with more than an ei^t-to-one
ratio between datum plus Interpretation and interpretation only* Batum only
accounted for approximately fifty-nine per cent of the total incidence of
excerpts.
It was significant to note that from a grand total Inddence of 386
excerpts, there were seventemi instances in which one of the personality
factors was not shown on the schedules* In one instance, for each, no data
could be found for basic thrusts, drives, and instincts, physiological
functioning, identifiable patterns for reacting to stress, degree of maturity,
and patterns of interpersonal relationships. In four Instances, no datawaose
found for self-image and in six instances, no data could be found for interna¬
lization of culturally derived beliefs, values, activity-patterns, and norms*
With respect to sodo-cultural factors, there were nineteen instances
in which one of the factors was not shown on the schedules* In six instances
no data could be found for beliefs and values* In three instances no data
were found for class and in eight instances no excerpts were recorded for
religious systems* In two Instances no data were found which related to
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territorial group*
The small number of cases studied precluded the posslbilitgr of
Isolating certain trends in recording, but on the basis of the data
gathered, this study has shown the importance of identifying and systema>
tizlng social woik knowledge and jargon. Much more effort must be bent
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ASSESSMENT* OF SOCIAL FUNCnONING: MODEL




A, Innate or Genetic Potential
1* Intellectual potential
Adequate role performance re- A*
quires:
Cultural Derivations
(Intelligence) 1, Beliefs and Values
2* Basic thrust* drives* instincts 1, Action consistent with sys-
3» Physical potential
tern norms and goals. 2, Activity-patterns
B. Physiological Functioning 2. The necessary skills in role
c. Ego Functioning (Intra-Psychic
Adjustment)




1, Identifiable patterns for re- 3. The necessary intrapersonal 1, Family
acting to stress and restoring
dynamic equilibrium.
organization. 2, Educational system
2. Internal organization of per- U. Self and other(s) satisfaction.
3. Peer group
sonality. L. Ethnic group
D. Degree of Maturity 5. Class
E. Self-Image 6, Territorial group
F. Patterns of Interpersonal Relation¬
ships and Emotional Ejqjressions Re¬
lated Thereto,





Beliefs* Values* Activity-Patterns and
Norms*
Assessment: The identification and evaluation of those socio-cultural and individual fac¬




Name of Agency: Name of Student;
Social Work Method and
Field of Practice . Date Schedule Completed
Agency Staff Manber:
Case
Code number of record;
Client’s sex
Dates of case duration Date









^Represents only the facesheet and the first page of the assessment
schedule* The remaining ten pages, used for the study, included each of the
twenty-one items located under Personality and Socio-Cultural Factors, the
classifications were not included on the model (see Appcaidix E*)
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**It should be kept in mind lhat the "origin2G." model allowed anqple space for all ex¬
cerpts, in accordance with the instructions relative to the study.
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iUPPENDIX C
INSTRUCTIONS FOR ANALYSIS OF SCHEDULE CONTENT
The foUcwing points are to be applied for each item on the schedule.
It is \mderstood that the classes g^ven vmder points 2<-9 are suggestiTey
not all concl\ialTe and that others may be needed to relate to the procedures
and functions of the individual agency.
1. Classification of Content.—This procedure was woriced out by the twenty-
seven participating students in the project, jointly, with the Research
Committee (see Appendix E for Classification).
2 • Incidence of Data.—For example:
a. .Number of Excerpts b. No Bata
3. Person Discussed in ExceJ^t.—That is, client, relative (specify re-
lationship to client). I^^fications may be "member" or "patient” in
the place of "client."
U. Location of Except in Record.—Added classes may be "referral," "intake,"
"social histoiy," and "diagnostic summary."
Face sheet e. Summary
b. Narrative record f. Staffing
c. Clinical record g* Initial contact with elicit
d. Letter h. Other (identify)
Stage in Agency Contact when Information Obtained.—For example, duriiig
intake pTOcess, early, late, et cetera. Added classes may be "referral"
or "closing."
6. Origin of Data.—^If more than one method of social wozic is practiced in
your agency, specify the n»thod as "caseworker," "group worker," or
"community organizer.” (Information obtained by:)
a. Social worker in own agency b* Social worker in other agency
7. Source of Data.—If datum was obtained from a relative, specify the re-







Personal docummt (letter, diary, e.
et cetera)
f.
Measueements (Tests of vision,
intelligence, aptitude, et cetera




APPENDIX C — Continued
8* Breadth of Data.--»The number of sources given should agree with the
sources given in point 7* Point 8 refers oQly to the nunber of
sources regardless of who they are so that "Statement by Client" et
cetera are examples and one source may be a relative, letter, test,
et cetera* (Nimber of sources of information:)
For example: 1 source: Statement by client
2 sources: Statement by client and statement by his
mother
3 sources: Statement by client, by worker, by other
discipline*
9* Datum or Interpretation*—For example:
a* Datum only, e* g., "he is an only child*”
b* Interpretation only, e* g*, "he projects these feelings on his
mother."
c* Datum plus intezpretati(xi, for exanple, "he excels in his studies,
to compoisate for feelings of weakness."
d* Cannot be classified*
September, 1962
APPMDIX D
GENERAL AND SPECIFIC INSTRUCTIONS FOR SCHEDULES
General
NOTE: ALL INFORMATION ON THE SCHEDULE SHOULD BE CONSIDERED CffllFIDENTIAL.
1* Bead eadi question carefully and follow the instructions on this sheet,
2, Every itea aaist be checked. If there are no excerpts for a factor this
is done by showing zero in the incidence column.
3. Write legibly. Be sure to iise either a Nuidber 2 lead pencil, ball point
pen, or typewriter.
U. Read the concepts and definitions carefully before attempting to coinplete
eafii item oh the schedule.
Check the coirqpleted schedule to be sure all questions have been answered.
Specific
1. The schedule is to contain all excerpts relating to any factor up to three.
2* Nature of the Problem. Remember that the problems are to be those seen
at the beginning of the contact with the client and through! such con¬
tact. The statement should be specific enough to individualize the client.
3. Do not write in any other space except that provided on the sdiedule. When
apace has been e:diausted. Indicate that the material is to be continued,
and continue on separate sheets. Be sure to include the following on the
separate sheet: (l) code number of recordj (2) Number of continued item,
(for exaniple, A2).
i;. Do not paraphrase the excerpt itself as we would not then have evidence
of the agency's assessment practice. Paraphrase may be used to clarify
the excerpt such as the insertion of the "client," "the worker," et cetera.
5. You may re-copy the excerpt under the second factor applicable rather than
noting the factor under whidi the cross reference a^ears. When excerpts
are re-copied such notation is uimecessaury*
6. If whole sentences are not quoted, be stre to use three periods (...)
to indicate omission of part of a cpiote. Four periods (....) are used if
omissions anre made at the end of a sentence.
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APPENDIX D — Continued
7* It Is seldcxa obvious wby an excerpt has been placed under a given factor.
Inaediately after copying the excerpt give your reason for placing it
under this factor*
8* Case record material needs to be Interpreted as to content in order to
determine under which item it should be entered on the schedule. For
example, "Diagnosis” msQr relate to i^ysical potential, physiological
functioning, ego functioning, et ce.tera*
9* The definitions are phrased to connote a positive datum of some kind, but
entries are required also for negatively expressed data, for example, "no
significant ;d^sical abnormalities have been noted*”
10. Although a "key client" needs to be chosen if a recoid concerns a family
or group, the excerpts may deal with information about this client and
also about other significant persons in the situation.
11* Classification of Content is Point 1 of Analysis of Schedule Content, and
is the most important item* The classes for points 2 through 9 have been








Mobilization of environmental resources
Tests and measurements
2. Basic thrusts, drives, and instincts
Motivation for attainmait of goals
Satisfaction of physiological needs








Health - illness contlnutim
C. Ego Functioning (Intra - Psycdilc Adjustment)




Z Internal organization of personality
Personality (organization) integration
Capacity for growth - flexibility versus rigidity





APPENDIX E “ Continued
Self-Image




F* Patterns of Interpersonal Relationships and Emotional
Escpressions Related Thereto
Foxmulation of reciprocal relationships
Involvement in social situations
Ga Internalizations of Culturally Derived BeliefS; Values»
Actlvi^-Patterns, and Norms
Acceptance - rejection (attitudes)
Conformity - non-oonfornd.^ (behavior)
II a Sodo-Cultural Factors
Aa Cultural Derivations
la Beliefs and values
Reasoned - unreaisoned continuum
Implications for role performance
2a Activity patterns
Acceptable - non-acceptable continuum
Relationship effect on primary or secondary groiQ)
relationships






Level of achievement and adjustment
School administrative actions
3 a Peer group
Type (structured - unstructured)
Interactional patterns
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APPHIDIX E —- Continued
U« Ethnic groTip
Biological characteristics
Socially Inposed characteristics
Interactional patterns
Class
Stratification status
Behavioral indications
6, Territorial group
Beflgnatlon of airea
BetULVloral Indications
7* Economic system
Status of enqployment
Financial status
Behavioral indications
8* Governmental system
Units
Political Ideology
Behavioral indications
9* Religioxis system
Membership or affiliation
Ejcpression of beliefs
Behavioral Indications
